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When God Whispers Your Name 1999-04-15 these days bad news often
outpaces the good problems outnumber solutions you may turn and ask
where is god at a time like this friend he s right here and he s whispering
your name you really want to do what is right but sometimes life turns
south you re anxious you re busy you re cautious because you ve been hurt
before or maybe you re all of the above but pastor and new york times
bestselling author max lucado is here to share some good news in the bible
and in the circumstances of your life god whispers your name lovingly
tenderly patiently and persistently somewhere between the pages of this
book and the pages of your heart god is speaking and he is calling you by
name maybe that s hard to believe maybe you just can t imagine that the one
who made it all thinks of you that personally that he keeps your name on his
heart and lips in when god whispers your name max will help you see
yourself in the stories of hardship and redemption in scripture understand
that you are uniquely known by god grasp the great and daring love of the
one who calls your name each copy of when god whispers your name also
includes a discussion guide designed to let you dive deeper into the timeless
scripture that underlies each of these lessons of hope encouragement and
redemption max knows that we all need a reminder every now and then
not a sermon but a simple reminder that god knows our names today listen
carefully hear that god is whispering your name
The Whispers Know My Name 2012-10 from her early childhood episodes to
her most recent encounters she depicts how the whispers have provided
inspiration insight strength and courage as she attempts to shape her
existence the text provides not only a step by step process but memoirs that
allow the process and application to unfold as historic events the author s
purpose is to leave a legacy of wonder about how these historic events
establish maintain and sustain an on going dialectic which ultimately
determines one s destiny this text is the completion of a trilogy the author
revisits the substance of the dialectic in the prior texts so there is no need to
have read those texts to follow the process events and outcomes depicted in
the text the whispers were introduced in the first text called by many
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names the nature of the conversation involves mental discourse listening
reflection and contemplation for many her relationship with the whispers
may appear to be unique but what makes this text unique is the way and
means used by the author to present her experiences she glides effortlessly
through the literary elements and genre styles as she captures one s interest
He Whispers Your Name (eBook) 2016-01-12 god is whispering your name
can you hear him he whispers your name is more than just a devotional it is
365 invitations to listen to god and the personal messages he wants to share
with you with 52 themes such as faith prayer forgiveness and salvation
cherie hill ensures that you will be able to draw closer to god in all areas of
your life there is also an index of the themes at the back of the book written
as if god himself is speaking he whispers your name makes it resoundingly
clear that he wants to have an intimate relationship with you allow god to
strengthen your faith as you listen to him whispering your name find
encouragement in god s whisper as you work your way through this full
color devotional
Whisper My Name 2013-10-22 a young woman is tempted from her path by
a handsome cowboy as mysteries about her past are revealed from national
bestselling romance author raine cantrell before taking her vows at a convent
to become a young novice dominica kirkland is summoned to an isolated
idaho ranch by toma colfax a friend of her deceased father alone and naïve as
to the ways of the world dominica soon finds herself overwhelmed and
reluctantly accepts the help of luke a ruggedly handsome cowboy drawn in
by her beauty and her innocence luke makes it clear that he s interested in
dominica no matter what vows she s considering but at toma colfax s ranch
await more questions than answers for dominica toma claims no knowledge
of the letter that called dominica to the untamed wilderness slowly long kept
secrets are revealed about dominica s family about toma colfax and about luke
dominica must make painful choices to return to the safety of the convent
and live a life of solitude or risk everything including her heart to stay with
luke
Whisper My Name 2014-09-02 the institution of town meeting the beauty of
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the landscape and the enduring qualities of the architecture all give the new
england town the power to shape the identity of its inhabitants in a good
way this premise is put on trial and to a vote in whisper my name the third
novel in hebert s darby chronicles the story unfolds as seen through the eyes
of three men the reporter roland lachance the farmer avalon hillary and the
founder of a land trust raphael reggie salmon magnus mall a national
corporation wants to buy the hillary farm and transform the property into a
mall to serve western new hampshire and eastern vermont the aging hillary
is torn between the traditions of his family and the thought of the money
lachance is not only chasing down leads in his reportage on the mall he s
chasing down the story behind his own origins along the way he falls in love
with sheila soapy rayno an aphasic girl from darby whose origins are equally
mysterious as usual the jordan clan plays a pivotal role in this rousing tale of
greed power and lust this third novel in the darby chronicles will appeal to
anyone interested in the clash of cultures in small town america
When God Whispers Your Name 1994 this book was written from the point
of helping people of all walks of life remember just one of life s little details
can change life s meaning the power of faith the power of love and the
power of the human spirit they are as far apart as they can be in this life yet
it s these three elements that when combined can change who you are and
what you can be there is an expression through mortal eyes and it is based on
this fact and is true the whole of the human race must realize that they can
only look at life through mortal eyes you would be surprised not only at
what you would see but also at what you would encounter if you allow
yourself to be immersed in your life s story as you read this book and mix
with humanity you will see that there are a great many people that are
handicapped some of the handicaps are visibly other are not so visible a great
many people may need someone like you to reach out and share yourself
with them help someone open the door to his or her full potential help them
not feel awkward or uncomfortable when they share a story or a joke it may
not be funny to you but laugh anyway or at least smile there is no tax or
charge life is full of opportunities to share yourself from family members to
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friends or just an acquaintance make it a goal to give someone a hug today
tell someone you love them every day remember that it takes great courage
to expose the real self allow yourself the opportunity to get to know the
greatest person in your earthly life yourself
Did I Hear My Name Whispered on the Wind? 2019-04-04 whispers from
the father s heart is a spiritual journey based upon divine comments to a
woman of faith over a period of nearly 30 years enhancement of individual
growth and deeper dimensions in the spirit are found within these pages
those who yearn for a closer walk with god will find their heart s desires
met as a result of the words recorded over this person s lifetime and
contained herein
Whispers from the Father's Heart 2005-02 devils dreams and destiny out in
the darkness the voice boldly declared did you ever dream a dream and see it
clearly in your mind s eye this is the true story of a man s journey into the
natural phenomena of the prophetic a fantastic journey through darkness
straight to the light where one man had the courage to sacrifice all to serve
god with all of his heart all of his soul all of his mind and all of his strength a
journey where he became a mighty warrior in a kingdom far far away to
rescue the damsel in distress the orphaned children and set the captives free
many followed him on the path will you be one of them dare to dream big
authors claire and donovan jerubaal god deliberately chose things the world
considers foolish to shame those who think they are wise he chose those who
are weak to shame those who are powerful god chose the things despised by
the world things counted as nothing at all and used them to bring to nothing
what the world considers important so that no one can boast in the presence
of god the bible
The Day the Holy Spirit Blew In 2009-07 emphasizing a persons relationship
with god whispers in the wind shouts in the storm offers a collection of
poems that communicates a message of hope and inspiration that god is
always present for his children author beth fore offers whispers in the wind
poems as prayers of praise thanksgiving reflection and appreciation of god in
nature and in relationships and she explores themes of jesus and the holy
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spirit and mans relationship to them she also shares shouts in the storm poems
as a result of the difficulties and challenges in life many of the selections are
paired with relevant scripture to encourage further bible study in whispers
in the wind shouts in the storm fore conveys the message that christians
have a god who is creative powerful and faithful he desires a relationship
with his children and we have the privilege and honor to worship him
honor him and pray to him at any time and under any circumstance
Whispers of Yesterday 2016-02-29 life is noisy but what would happen if
every day for the next 40 days you soaked in god s love as he intimately
whispered words of rest just for you whispers of rest is a 40 day devotional
detox for your soul a spiritual journey to refresh you and guide you to
greater peace while helping you discover who god truly made you to be his
beloved renew your spirit with powerful affirmations of god s love with
uplifting words of scripture journaling prompts for reflection and practical
challenges to spark joy bonnie will lead you to places of rest where you can
deeply experience the savior s presence in your everyday life this beautiful
guidebook will create space for your soul to breathe soul care tips trail notes
reduce stress and nurture your body and spirit daily beloved challenges
brighten your day by taking simple soul care actions a simple prayer practice
deepen your intimacy with god through easy to enjoy prayer prompts
inspired by classic devotional practices a lot can happen in 40 days a new
rhythm a new heart a renewed faith transform your life as you take the
journey to say yes to god embrace your true identity rediscover your dreams
and begin your healing dare to enjoy each day fully and celebrate your
calling as the beloved
Whispers in the Wind, Shouts in the Storm! 2017-05-23 whispers of never is
a collection of poetry that delves into the most profound senses of loss pain
and loneliness many of the poems reflect the pain that was a result of years of
abuse neglect loss and betrayal the writings are brutally honest and are not
designed to make light of the many atrocities experienced by the author in
this book the reader is forced to look into the raw pain and devastation so
clearly portrayed by the author s use of words many readers will find similar
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feelings and fears within themselves though perhaps to a lesser degree every
life has loss and adversity which will help each reader relate to the images
and feelings created within this collection of works mixed throughout the
book are poems written from a place of healing acceptance and survival hope
can be glimpsed and felt in the midst of the darkness there are messages of
beauty and recovery conveyed in more light hearted pieces this book does
not follow a linear route from hurting to healing from longing for death to
fighting ferociously for survival rather it is presented in a chronological order
by date of creation you will clearly be able to see that healing and recovery is
not made with steady forward progress but follows the constant struggle
with depression into an appreciation of beauty and life many individuals
from backgrounds similar to that of the author experience some or all of the
same overwhelming thoughts and feelings expressed throughout this book
many like the author do not frequently speak freely about these feelings and
thoughts for fear of driving others away or frightening them as a society in
general we are told to get over it and move on something much more easily
said than done having already experienced ultimate judgments and labels this
author no longer fears telling it like it is she urges you to take this part of her
journey with her to understand and acknowledge the devastating pain one
person can inflict upon another all while keeping in mind that there is hope
and there are beautiful people who will reach out if only you dare take their
hands this body of work was created in a relatively short two year time span
and truly reflects the rollercoaster of feelings and insights experienced in the
face of deep depression and hopeful healing
Whispers of Rest 2012 presents a collection of inspirational writings for
graduates by christian author max lucado
Whispers of Never 1998 this is a compilation of the poetry karen s written
for thirty years encouraging and uplifting verses
Let the Journey Begin 2016-07-07 poems of the heart is designed to entice
the reader to look at life as a whole or all of life not just part of it to look at
one s self and others a little deeper and with more of a sensitive attitude it s
about understanding that which you don t understand and often times fear or
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hate it s about embracing life on a daily basis and not just on a weekend or a
holiday the book encourages the reader to love the self and others
unconditionally it puts the reader in touch with the wonders of nature and
creates a desire to experience infinite love and respect for all living things
these wonderful poems will inspire you to step out of your comfort zone and
smell taste touch and feel all of life on a level one rarely experiences
The Whispers Of My Heart 2011-09-15 from the state of georgia to
vancouver island people with nothing obvious in common come together
through fate or a maze of coincidence their lives will eventually touch each
other and the life of one little pup tahi who is born in the greed business of
puppy mills tahi is given a voice because it s his story to tell and it s the story
of average people who devote themselves to the rescue of those who cannot
speak for themselves the challenge is the rescue the triumph is a healthy
happy dog living in a loving new home rescued dogs these little dogs came
into rescue to find new loving homes no they have not all been abused but
their lives had changed and they needed some help they have all been
adopted but many will come to take their place when you are ready to add a
new furry companion in your life please check for rescues in your area as
the rescue motto says adopt don t shop
Whisper Your Name Into My Ear 2004 millions love this devotional now
beautifully packaged for women grace for the moment has had a major
impact on countless lives with more than 3 5 million units sold this
devotional continues to touch lives as it emphasizes the help and hope of god
in everyday moments each daily reading features devotional writings from
max s numerous bestsellers as well as a scripture verse selected especially for
each day s reading this new edition has been repackaged with a lovely
burnished leathersoft cover that is sure to become an inspiring part of any
woman s day
Poems of the Heart 2015-01-16 common people story after story marked by
scandal stumble and intrigue who are these people they re the people of the
bible and they re us we find our stories in theirs we find our hope where
they found theirs in the hands of an uncommon god in the midst of them all
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hovering over them all is the hero of it all god maker shaper rescuer of
sinking hearts god passing out high callings second chances and moral
compasses to all comers and takers in this gathering of inspiring stories from
his numbers best selling books master storyteller max lucado revisits some of
his favorite biblical characters all of whom were very human and imperfect
just like us if god can find a place for them he might just have a place for us
too
My Name is Tahi 2013-01-07 if you are a fan of grace for the moment by
new york times bestselling author max lucado you ll enjoy grace for the
moment a 365 day journaling devotional max shares comfort and the hope of
god in this devotional for grace filled living every entry includes a scripture
short devotional and journaling lines to record thoughts and prayers grace for
the moment has sold more than 3 5 million copies inside the daily devotional
you ll find 365 devotions journaling lines and a resourceful ribbon marker so
you never lose your spot short reflections that provide impactful lessons
which have the power to change your life inspirational insight on how to
choose love joy peace patience kindness and faithfulness with wisdom to help
you see the everyday moments god is present this devotional is great for any
occasion graduations weddings encouraging times seasons of grief and loss
birthdays and gifting holidays everyone needs grace for the moment they
are in
Grace for the Moment 2008-10-07 have you ever wondered what god thinks
about when he whispers your name ever longed to read the carvings in his
hand to hear the conversations of heaven if so now is your chance to
experience some of his most intimate thoughts and longings for your heart
and life in such a way you can almost feel his breath as he speaks your name
according to psalm 40 5 god s thoughts toward you are too numerous to be
counted and he has had a lot of time to think about you since according to 2
timothy 1 9 you were called in christ before the worlds began he loved you
before you ever were before you were even a twinkle in your daddy s eye
and desired to share his heart with you causing your whole life to be a
journey of intimacy and communion so come away on a revelatory journey a
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life changing journey into the chambers of the father s heart to experience
the intimate communion you have always longed for or desired to deepen in
real and satisfying ways come away to a place where the whispers of his
heart are waiting for you you won t be disappointed carvings in his palm is a
beautiful interactive devotional of inspirational love letters and thoughts
straight from the heart of god to your heart a revelatory journey into the
very chambers of the father s heart where he whispers your name where
he invites you into a place of intimate communion found only in his presence
he is near whispering your name won t you come brenda s heart of love and
devotion to the lord echo through the pages of this beautifully written
devotional this journal takes us on a journey into the heart of the beloved and
awakens our deepest desires brenda s writing invites us to come to the
banquet table to taste and see that the lord is good linda marceau pastor
riverside community church
Cast of Characters: Lost and Found 2009-06-22 you know your goliath you
recognize his walk the thunder of his voice he taunts you with bills you can
t pay people you can t please habits you can t break failures you can t forget
and a future you can t face but just like david you can face your giant even if
you aren t the strongest the smartest the best equipped of the holiest david
you could read his story and wonder what god saw in him his life has little to
offer the unstained straight a saint he fell as often as he stood stumbled as
often as he conquered but for those who know the sound of goliath david
gives this reminder focus on giants you stumble focus on god your giants
tumble if you re ready to face your giants let his story inspire you the same
god who helped him will help you
Grace for the Moment: A 365-Day Journaling Devotional, Ebook 2018-02 it s
1983 and twelve year old river starling s life is anything but normal she was
adopted on a whim and came without a birth certificate her adoptive parents
gave her up to her grandmother when she was only two but river is certain
her parents will come back river s hopes fall apart when gram uproots them
from their farmhouse and decides to move to birdsong west virginia the most
miserable town river has ever seen there she makes an unlikely friendship
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with an unusual boy and learns about acceptance hard work forgiveness and
the love of jesus discover the unforgettable story of one girl s search for a
place to call home
Carvings in His Palm 2015-05 thirty six exceptional poems by fourteen
outstanding poets including noemi villagrana barragan elsha bohnert hans
brinckmann helen r davis k lauren de boer duandino lonner f holden daniel s
janik kaethe kauffman suzanne langford lucretia leong c p little leilani
madison and lady mariposa the fifth in the multi award winning annual
savant poetry anthology series
Praying Through Your Midnight 2013-04-29 sofia kovalevskaya was a
brilliant and determined young russian woman of the 19th century who
wanted to become a mathematician and who succeeded in often difficult
circumstances in becoming arguably the first woman to have a professional
university career in the way we understand it today this memoir written by
a mathematician who specialises in symplectic geometry and integrable
systems is a personal exploration of the life the writings and the
mathematical achievements of a remarkable woman it emphasises the
originality of kovalevskaya s work and assesses her legacy and reputation as a
mathematician and scientist her ideas are explained in a way that is accessible
to a general audience with diagrams marginal notes and commentary to help
explain the mathematical concepts and provide context this fascinating book
which also examines kovalevskaya s love of literature will be of interest to
historians looking for a treatment of the mathematics and those doing
feminist or gender studies
Facing Your Giants 2015-10-01 what does it look like to live a flourishing
messy wonderful life together as parents we re tasked with nurturing and
guiding our children even as we navigate our own wonderings about faith
in the overwhelm and constant demands of life is it possible to tend to our
own souls and to our family s flourishing with tender curiosity and
contemplative wisdom every season sacred is a weekly invitation to grow
spiritually alongside our children blending thoughtful musings and practical
resources author kayla craig meets parents right where they are offering
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honest and hopeful reflections for every season of the parenting journey
encouragement to parent with intention and imagination presence and
purpose and open ended discussion prompts and prayers to explore and
practice as a family every season sacred is an invitation to ask big questions
embrace faithful rhythms and experience god s mysterious loving presence
together you don t have to have all the answers and if we re honest many
answers aren t ours to have this is the beauty of faith as you parent your
children and explore your questions together may god reveal sacred
moments to you in each season of your life
My Name Is River 2014-06-11 exchange the pressure of accomplishment for
the peace of god s grace when the world demands achieve succeed earn god
says lean on me trust me believe me that is grace and that is what god offers
unconditional acceptance of a believing heart your heavenly father loves you
enough to hold you in his grace pastor and new york times bestselling author
max lucado will help you release a false sense of self sufficiency rest in god s
unbending and unending gift of grace remember that god is for you and will
carry you through every circumstance today leap from the cliff of self
sufficiency and land in the strong arms of the father who loves you the
father who catches you every time in the grip of his grace
Volutions 2011-08-17 you re the best mom mothers for so many are a
welcoming hug a helping hand a comforting ear a wise source of guidance
they do so much for so many and in the devotional grace for the moment for
moms bestselling author husband father and grandfather max lucado offers
moms comfort encouragement and some much needed moments of grace and
appreciation you ll find scripture based devotions that encourage moms in
their faith and help them embrace the hope of the lord remind moms of god s
grace over their lives and the lives of their children and grandchildren
inspirational insight on how to choose love joy peace patience kindness and
faithfulness in very real situations this compilation of 50 beautiful devotions
from max s bestselling brand also includes a prayer for moms by max lovely
design and illustrations inspirational messages that remind moms how loved
and appreciated they are written out bible verses to encourage and uplift
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mothers whether a gift for your own mom or for a mom who means so
much to you this book is ideal for mother s day birthdays valentine s day and
more and will be a cherished favorite for years to come tell your mom thank
you i love you and more with grace for the moment for moms
Remembering Sofya Kovalevskaya 1943 one day in the life of christ call it a
tapestry of turmoil a noisy pictorial in which the golden threads of triumph
knot against the black frazzled strings of tragedy call it a symphony of
emotions a sunrise to sunset orchestration of extremes one score is brassy
with exuberance the next moans with sorrow whatever you call it call it real
author max lucado calls it the second most stressful day in the life of our
savior before the morning becomes evening jesus has reason to weep then
run then shout the curse then praise then doubt within a matter of moments
his world is turned upside down sound familiar the pink slip comes the
doctor calls the divorce papers arrive the check bounces the life that had been
calm is now chaotic the world that had been serene is now stormy assailed by
doubts pummeled by demands if you ve ever wondered if god in heaven can
relate to you on earth then read and re read this pressure packed day in the
life of christ it is the only day aside from the crucifixion that all four gospels
recorded lucado has interwoven their accounts in such a way that you will
be assured that god knows how you feel and you will be assured that within
every torrent there is a calm center a place you can stand when your world
gets windy the eye of the storm
Catalog of Copyright Entries 2023-09-19 have you ever experienced disaster
that knocks the breath out of you watching my son lose his home from
hurricane florence left me with no words but my heavenly father showed
me his words are enough as i dove into his word for healing strength and
direction his word dove into my spirit as i read the scriptures words began to
jump off the page thus my word for the day was born god s word is always
timely and will meet you right where you are so go ahead and flip through
the pages of this devotional collection you ll find a word for each day of the
year if you re on a tight schedule this devotional book can work for you grab
a word on the go or take a word and meditate on it as long as you desire you
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can begin with the first page the last one or any page between the covers
wherever you land there s a nugget of truth waiting for you don t forget to
check out the word for the day for special days located in the latter portion of
the book here you will find a devotional for each holiday and conclude with
a section to help you walk through covid and any season of crisis may these
pages inspire you to be all you can for your creator may god s word change
your life
Every Season Sacred 2011-01-09 a meditation on the gospel of john uses
parables from everyday life to illuminate the many ways christians can bring
their lives closer to god
In the Grip of Grace - 2024-03-12 celebrate christmas with heartwarming
tales and reflections by one of today s greatest storytellers be inspired by the
true meaning of the season with this spectacular collection of max lucado s
favorite christmas stories and reflections you ll be whisked away to the
heavenly battle between angels and demons preceding christ s birth then
walk in the shoes of joseph as he ponders the miracle before him travel to a
small texas town where a missing baby jesus from a manger scene sets a
modern day miracle in motion and witness the story of madeline a prodigal
girl who thinks she s lost everything until her dad gives everything to win
her back one christmas these and many more stories will lead you back to the
manger to be awed anew at the gift of christ s birth
Grace for the Moment for Moms 2012-08-27 do you long for a joy that can t
be quenched a calm that can t be broken a happiness that can t be threatened
there is such a joy and it is within your reach you can t open your bible
without reading about it you can t live a truly satisfying life without it it is a
sacred delight a holy gladness and it s nearer than you think jesus describes
this sacred delight in the astonishing mountain message we now call the
beatitudes pastor and new york times bestselling author max lucado explores
jesus prescription for enduring joy and the ways this familiar but
revolutionary pattern of living can bless your life beyond your wildest
imagining in the applause of heaven you ll discover that god promises a
special blessing to the poor in spirit those who mourn the meek those who
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hunger and thirst the merciful the pure in heart the peacemakers the
persecuted as you seek to live out the message of the sermon on the mount
you ll find your biggest fan walking alongside you imagine your best friend
the king of kings in your cheering section and the applause of heaven
ringing out just for you but don t just imagine it open your heart to it
receive the heavenly joy of knowing the god who delights in you
In the Eye of the Storm 2021-07-21 sometimes life appears to fall to pieces
and can seem irreparable we ve all had our fair share of disappointments
losses and hardships but for every challenge there is a breathtaking promise
it s going to be okay how can we know because god so loved the world in 3
16 pastor and new york times bestselling author max lucado encourages us to
study closely the hope diamond of the bible john 3 16 max says of his favorite
verse every time i recall these words they are fresh and as stunning as my
first encounter with them the mind bending awareness of god s limitless
love his incalculable sacrifice and the priceless teaching at the core how can
we not review it again and again i want this generation and all who come
after to look closely at the key promise of god and choose the gift beyond all
gifts throughout 3 16 max will invite you to stand in awe of how deep wide
long and high god s love is for you understand more fully the living hope
you have through jesus death and resurrection rest in the assurance that
salvation is a gift from god not something you can earn if you know nothing
of the bible start here john 3 16 invites you to know god s love deeply and
intimately and once you accept god s love your life will never be the same if
you know everything in the bible return here let john 3 16 become the
banner of your life so much so that the message of god s unending and
unbending love overflows from you to others each copy of 3 16 also includes
a 40 day devotional designed to help you draw closer to your loving savior
Word for the Day 2012-08-27 does the uncertainty and chaos of life keep you
up at night is irrational anxiety your constant companion let god help you
win the war on worry and receive the lasting peace of christ we all
experience anxiety but we don t have to let worry and fear control our lives
anxious for nothing from new york times bestselling author max lucado
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provides a roadmap for coping with and healing from anxiety complete with
lucado s signature storytelling and relatable anecdotes anxious for nothing
invites you to study philippians 4 6 7 the most highlighted passage of the
bible and any book on the planet according to amazon do not be anxious about
anything but in every situation by prayer and petition with thanksgiving
present your requests to god and the peace of god which transcends all
understanding will guard your hearts and your minds in christ jesus you
will experience calm as max encourages you to celebrate god s goodness ask
god for help leave your concerns with god meditate on good things stop
letting anxiety rule the day join max on the journey to true freedom and
experience more peace joy clarity physical renewal and contentment by the
power of the holy spirit look for additional inspirational books and audio
products from max he gets us calm moments for anxious days help is here
A Gentle Thunder 2011-08-30 god loves each of us personally powerfully
passionately and it s a love worth giving but before we can pass love on we
must receive it ourselves building on the principles found in 1 corinthians 13
known as the love passage best selling author max lucado helps us dive into
the depth and perfection of god s love exploring the ways that it can be
reflected in our daily lives through patience kindness forgiveness and more
for those of us feeling low on these attributes a love worth giving opens the
door to the transfusion we need in order to spread a love that really is worth
giving
Christmas Stories 1999-04-15 we have questions child like inquiries and deep
heavy ones in more than twenty five years of writing and ministry max
lucado has received thousands of such questions they come in letters e mails
even on dunkin donuts napkins in max on life he offers thoughtful answers
to more than 170 of the most pressing questions on topics ranging from hope
to hurt and from home to the hereafter max writes about the role of prayer
the purpose of pain and the reason for our ultimate hope he responds to the
day to day questions parenting quandaries financial challenges difficult
relationships as well as to the profound is god really listening a special
addendum includes max s advice on writing and publishing including topical
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and scriptural indexes and filled with classic lucado encouragement and
insight max on life will quickly become a favorite resource for pastors and
ministry leaders as well as new and mature believers
The Applause of Heaven 2009-06-28
3:16 2017-09-12
Anxious for Nothing 2002-07-09
A Love Worth Giving 2011-04-18
Max On Life
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